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I Heart Drawing

Beth Gunnell (Illustrated By Beth Gunnell)

Keynote

I Heart Drawing is a brilliant new addition to our pocket-format series. Each

page features a drawing project with a step-by-step guide on the left-hand

page and a blank page on the right for drawing.

Description

I Heart Drawing is a brilliant new addition to Buster's pocket-format series.

Each page features a drawing project with a step-by-step guide on the left-

hand page and a blank page on the right for drawing. 

With over 60 drawing projects, this book will keep the creative juices flowing, and teach

them how to draw beautifully decorative animals, patterns and flowers.

Sales Points

A brilliant new addition to our pocket-format series, each spread of I Heart Drawing
features a drawing project with a step-by-step guide on the left-hand page and an
outline on the right to practise
With over 60 drawing projects, this book is sure to keep creative people busy, as well
as teaching them how to draw beautifully decorative animals, patterns, flowers, and
more
This pocket-sized book is easily transportable for drawing on the go, and its partially-
foiled cover will make it a wonderful gift and an enticing till-point purchase

Author Biography

Based in the Midlands, Beth Gunnell lives her childhood daydream of drawing all day long

and works as a freelance designer. Since 2003, as well as illustrating beautiful patterns

for colouring books, Beth has been creating artwork for a range of products, from

babywear to chocolate boxes, greetings cards to textiles. Beth enjoys the variety of her

work and has a passion for sweet characters and all things pretty.
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